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This note corrects a mistake in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [J]. The isomorphism 

Ext~((PE;(--L,+Kg;),  (P(KE~))~_H m , - i  o ~c,(R f.(P~(-L,+KE~), (Pc*), 

which was described at 1.9 in p. 145 does not follow Theorem 11.2, (f)  (III, in [2]) 
immediately. Because we cannot apply the theorem to (pc* which is not an injective 
module. 

However the lemma remains true. In fact, in the original proof, the preceding 
isomorphism was used only to prove the assertions from 1.11 to I. 13 "there exists an 
integer r 0 such that for any r>ro, f.(PE;(Lr)=0 and Rlf.(PE;(Lr) is zero (resp. 
torsion free) ifn > 3 (resp. n = 2)." So, we will show the above assertions by a correct 
method below. 

Applying the relative duality theorem (III, 11.1 in [2]) to the flat morphism 
E',~C* of relative dimension n - l ,  we get 

�9 , f ,  (PE~(Lr) In -- 1 ] = P , , W ~ r  (9( - L, + KE; ), (pc*). 

Note that there exists an integer r o such that, for any r ~ ro, Rif ,  (P~;(- L, + KE~ ) 
is 0 if i > 0  and locally free if i = 0  respectively. Since for r>=ro, 
8x. lJoc*(f,(pn~(-L,+Ke;), (pc*)is 0 if j > 0  and locally free if j = 0 ,  which yields 
R'f,(Pe~(L,) is 0 for i<n--1 and locally free for i = n - 1  respectively. This 
completes the proof of our assertions. 
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